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So, you have decided to go camping. Well, good for you. However, have you got the necessary ca
Importance of choosing the right backpack
A person who is not all that experienced with the concept of camping or hiking might not give

There have been many cases wherein, instead of enjoying a nice little camping trip, people hav
How to choose?
The style of hiking

A large part of choosing the right backpack is dependant of the kind of outing that you have l
There is a backpack available for every requirement, and the storage capacity of the backpack
The type of frame

Depending on the terrain of the camping trip, weather that you might encounter, and various ot

Internal-frame packs: They have design that makes for easy maneuverability, stability, flexibi
Such backpacks are great to use, while climbing, scrambling, or even on snow bound slopes.

External-frame packs: If you are traveling on established trails, and aim to carry a heavy loa
They make for a comfortable carrying of heavy loads, and also have a larger storage capacity.
The storage capacity

This is one of the most important considerations before choosing any backpack. List out all th

Storage capacity needs vary from one individual to another and from one camping trip to anothe

On the other hand if your camping trip is short, then you can choose backpacks that give you a
The comfort factor

Be it a camping trip of any length of time; comfort must be the overriding factor that must di
Some of the accoutrements of the backpack, which make for comfort, are:
> Suspension system

The suspension system of a backpack is important, and is what you must be looking for while ch

Other suspension features are load-lift straps, cinch straps, and a sternum strap.
> Hip-belts

Itâs these belts that support the major portion of the weight of the pack. When you choose a b
> Comfort factor in internal-frame packs

Internal frame backpacks have something called the lumber pad that helps in air circulation. M
Extra features

Try going for backpacks that promise something extra or offer you some extra add-ons. These ad
Price
Some backpacks are ridiculously expensive, while others are ridiculously cheap. It will be up

If you are thinking about going for regular camping trips then it does make sense to buy somet

On the other hand, if you are planning to go for camping trips on an off and on basis then itâ
Choose your backpack with due care. It could mean the difference between a happy camping trip
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